 "SHADOWMAN"
    Synopsis 
			
	"Shadowman" is a dark and often funny murder mystery/thriller set in Tel Aviv about LEV TREGEBOV, an Israeli-Russian street poet and highly functioning autistic  who is in love with NOA SEGAL, a celebrity chef in Tel Aviv. They are surrounded by an ensemble cast of mysterious and oddball characters, all of whom are in love with Noa in different ways, and who are suspects in the murders of two of Noa’s exes. The killer’s signature -  a Shadowman figure spray-painted to the wall above the victims’ bodies. 
 	DETECTIVE YOSI NIV is a recovering drug addict whose life has gone to shit. His partner, Benny Yatmano is an Ethiopian-Israeli. They are like oil and water as they investigate the murders. We first meet them when Detective Niv shoots Lev, a suspect, at the beginning of the movie at the first murder site. Lev falls into a coma as he is taken to hospital and narrates the backstory to us from his coma. 
	NOA, enigmatic and alluring on the surface, is the chef in a new restaurant which is taking off. It’s called The Oasis and is run by Rafael, Lev’s brother, a handsome ex army guy who looks out for his very vulnerable brother and is like a father-figure to Noa.  Recently living with her til he can find a place is GABRIEL, her possessive college boyfriend, half Israeli, half Canadian just returned from living in Toronto for many years and trying to get back together with her. He soon becomes becomes a prime suspect.  The main action revolves around a hot new restaurant, The Oasis where Noa is working in a hip area of Tel Aviv opened by Rafael,  Other suspects include Ehud a gross misogynist and  brilliant sous chef and Julie, Noa’s best friend who is gay and who has a band. Julie works in the restaurant as a waitress. Noa herself  soon proves to be far from the perfect character we first meet.  She has  a ghost in her past, literally. As a sniper in Gaza she shot an innocent Palestinian and has to live with this ghost which appears from time to time the trauma returning after the first murder of one of her exes.   
	Lev our guide through the first half of the story is strange, philosophical and endearing as he reports on Detective Niv’s progress in the investigation. Lev calls himself a shadowman because he lives in the shadow of society.  In fact each of the characters is living in the shadow of their hopes and dreams - as does Tel Aviv itself live in the shadow of its own hopes and dreams in the middle east. These are all embodied in the image of the half scary, half funny shadowman graffiti. 
	Set against the backdrop of an upcoming and likely unsuccessful peace conference, the stakes are raised after a second murder and  the death of KOBI EL DIN, a successful Arab -Israeli restauranteur, a long-term serious ex of Noa.  After this second murder, Noa herself begins to unravel and spiral downwards, isolating herself from everyone,  barricading herself in her apartment, retreating into hashish and escapism. She briefly allows Detective Niv into her world seeing him as a kindred, broken spirit.  In the second half of the film, Lev he emerges from his coma and we stay in real time until the thriller ending.
	Emerging from his coma in the hospital Lev is rescued/kidnapped by Gabriel - both now wanted men. Gabriel needs to stay close to Lev whom he believes to be the murderer. But the feeling is mutual. A wounded Lev takes Gabriel down into a secret and network of secret tunnels beneath the city of Tel Aviv, earlier introduced to Gabriel by Lev. Now they seek refuge here. But Lev is barely hanging on due to his gunshot injuries. Beneath Tel Aviv Gabriel briefly encounters a group of “homeless” people of various faiths and cultures, outcasts on the margins of Tel Aviv society above.  As Noa tells us at one point, in this world of black and white only the ability to see and to live in shadow provides illumination. 
	In a final harrowing ending, the murderer is exposed, resulting in the loss of one of the story's most beloved characters. An ever so slight glimmer of light and hope continues to flicker, however tentatively, in the world of “Shadowman.”

